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Global Accounting Is Coming And it will transform the way your company reports profits. by Richard



C. Barker
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In measuring and reporting financial results, U.S. companies have long followed the set of standards and guidelines known as generally accepted accounting principles. But now that accounting scandals have exposed CAAP's vulnerability to creative interpretation, the Securities and Exchange Commission and the Financial Accounting Standards Board, or FASB, are opening the door to international influence on U.S. financial reporting. A shift toward global reporting standards is now inevitable, and its impact on U.S. businesses will be far-reaching. Currently, there are a half-dozen or more internationally important accounting standard setters, each with differing rules, including Australia, Canada, France, Germany, Japan, the United Kingdom, and the United States. But a harmonization of standards is now well under way. In the spring of 2001,the 15 nations of the European Union agreed to adopt reporting ruies developed by the London-based International Accounting Standards Board, or lASB, starting in 2005. Australia has since followed suit, and Russia, China, and Japan have also stated their intention to adopt the emerging international standards. Thus, by 2005 there will likely be only two accounting bodies with a dominating influence on global reporting: FASB and lASB.And under a landmark agreement reached late last year, the two bodies will increasingly work to align their standards.



Good-bye, Pro Formas What, exactly, will change? In some cases, international practice will shift to conform to existing U.S. standards, as will probably happen with M&A accounting practices. In others, U.S. practice will change. For American companies, perhaps the most important shift will be in how
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they prepare their income statements, and what the new statements will reveal. The use of pro forma profit reports will, for instance, almost certainly be tightly restricted. Although they can sometimes serve a useful forecasting purpose, pro forma reports have been a major source of accounting abuse in recent years. Because they can exclude from the income statement a wide range of extraordinary costs and noncore items, pro forma reports can literally "change a loss to a profit," as a recent SEC "Investor Alert" warned. In 2001, for example, Nasdaq 100 companies reported pro forma profits that were, on average, more than $1 billion per company greater than net income under U.S.CAAR In fact, average net income was negative. The problem is that pro forma reports simply cannot be structured in a way that prevents corporate abuse. As a result, lASB will likely require a comprehensive income statement with no exclusions, and with the abolition of extraordinary items, beginning in 2005. The new statement may also prohibit separate reporting of categories of items deemed unusual or exceptional in size or incidence, such as restructuring costs.



Hello, Transparency Possibly the most far-reaching income statement changes for U.S. companies will be in how they report employment costs - in particular stock compensation and pension obligations. Under proposed lASB rules, starting in 2005, more than 7,000 companies in Europe and many more globally would have to expense stock compensation fully. This would have an immediate negative impact on companies' earnings per share-indeed, that's why it is controversial and why U.S. industry successfully lobbied against FASB's attempt in 1995 to re-
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quire it. But with lASB's emergence and the commitment to convergence, FASB now has a new and altogether stronger base from which to renew its 1995 effort. FASB's ultimate alignment with lASB on this point is all but inevitable, because without it the United States would have a demonstrably lower-quality accounting standard, one at odds with international practice. The post-Enron business climate makes such a position untenable. Pension cost accounting is another area in whicb U.S. accounting rules could shift significantly to conform to international standards. Current practice doesn't require companies to fully recognize pension obligations and plan assets in their financial statements. That could change in response to tbe new global standards, making pension obligations transparent. To get a sense of the possible impact of this change,considerthe pension obligation atGeneral Motors: For a two-year period beginning January 1,2000,GM reported (in faithful accordance with GAAP) an off-balance-sheet increase of $25 billion in its obligations to pensioners. Had GAAP required recognition of this increase
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on GM's income statement-as might be expected under the new global standard-the company's reported income would have been slashed by $25 billion during this period. In less than two years'time, the first formal stage of converging U.S. and international accounting standards will be complete, and the continuing process of collaboration on future standards will be well under way The evolution of U.S. accounting standards will soon, in effect, no longer be driven exclusively by the United 5tates.The result, FASB and lASB expect, will be simpler, more transparent, principles-based accounting by companies globally. When should U.S. companies start preparing for the changes afoot? Although 2005 might seem a long way off, 2005 financials require comparatives for 2004 and 2003. And it's 2003 already. Richard C. Barker is a research feliow with the International Accounting Standards Board. He is a senior lecturer in accounting at the Judge Institute of Management, University of Cambridge, England. Reprint F0304D
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